Abstract | This paper extends back-propagation to continuous-time feed-forward networks with internal, adaptable time delays. The new technique is suitable for parallel hardware implementation, with continuous multidimensional training signals. The resulting networks can be used for signal prediction, signal production, and spatiotemporal pattern recognition tasks. Unlike conventional back-propagation networks, they can easily adapt while performing true signal prediction. We present simulation results for networks trained to predict future values of the Mackey-Glass chaotic signal, using its present value as an input. For this application, networks with adaptable delays had less than half the prediction error of networks with xed delays, and about one-quarter the error of conventional networks. After training, the network can be operated in a signal production conguration, where it autonomously generates a close approximation to the Mackey-Glass signal. where the input to the network is a time-varying signal and the desired output is a prediction of the signal at a xed time increment in the future. Other examples are signal classication, such as speech recognition, and signal production, where the output autonomously follows a desired trajectory. We have investigated performance on both signal prediction and signal production tasks.
I. INTRODUCTION
This paper describes an extended form of back-propagation [1] { [4] for multilayer feed-forward networks with internal, adaptable time delays. Adaptation occurs with continuous, time-varying signals, and is suitable for implementation in parallel hardware. One application is signal prediction, where the input to the network is a time-varying signal and the desired output is a prediction of the signal at a xed time increment in the future. Other examples are signal classication, such as speech recognition, and signal production, where the output autonomously follows a desired trajectory. We have investigated performance on both signal prediction and signal production tasks.
The most common feed-forward networks are static, having no internal time delays and responding to a particular input by immediately generating a specic output. Static networks can respond to temporal patterns if the network inputs are delayed samples of the input signal. These networks, trained with standard back-propagation, have been used as adaptive lters for noise reduction and echo canceling [5] , and for chaotic time series prediction [6, 7] .
One limitation of static networks is their inability to respond to temporal patterns in the hidden node outputs. To respond to these patterns, the network must have delay elements within each of its layers. The benets of internal delays were demonstrated in [8] , where Time Delay Neural Networks (TDNNs) performed speech recognition tasks using xed integral multiples of unit delays. The xed delays allowed the networks to be trained eciently with back-propagation by unfolding the temporal structure spatially and placing constraints on the duplicated weights. Unfortunately, with arbitrary or adaptable delays, the size of a temporally unfolded network increases rapidly with the number of layers and connections. A recently proposed \temporal back-propagation" algorithm [9, 10] can train a TDNN without spatial expansion or weight constraints, assuming xed time delays and the discrete-time presentation of input patterns. A continuous-time generalization of this algorithm was presented in [11] .
Here, we further generalize temporal back-propagation to include adaptable delays in addition to continuous-time signals. We later show that a network with adaptable delays can achieve smaller errors than a network with xed delays, if they both have the same number of nodes and connections. As in conventional back-propagation, adaptation minimizes the dierence between the network output and a target signal, using only local computation. Local computation means that each node requires information only from other nodes to which it connects, leading to simpler hardware implementations.
Adaptation occurs on-line, making it unnecessary to segment the training data into \epochs". The internal delay lines explicitly store recent information from the input signal, and the weights and time delay values implicitly store older information. The network can potentially track nonstationary signals because adaptation slowly replaces the old information stored in the weights and time delays.
In Section II we derive expressions for the variation in the total error, 9, with respect to time-localized changes in weights and delays, and dene the back-propagated error signal, 1(t). Section III describes a form of delayed gradient descent that minimizes the expected value of 9 by adapting both the weights and the time delays. In Section IV we compare two implementations with respect to their accuracy and hardware requirements. Section V presents simulation results for an on-line chaotic signal prediction task and a signal production task, both based on the Mackey-Glass dierential-delay equation. Finally, Section VI is a short summary. Figure 1 : Section of a feed-forward network with internal time delays. Each connection has both a weight, w ijk , and a time delay, ijk , that adapt to minimize the error at the output. Features in the input signal spread out in time and space as they travel from left to right. Error signals propagate from right to left, but they are absent from the diagram for clarity. Fig. 1 shows a section of a typical feed-forward network with internal delays. Connections can skip across layers, and there can be more than one connection between two particular nodes. The kth connection from node j to node i has both a weight, w ijk (t), and a time delay, ijk (t). The total input to node i is
II. DERIVATION OF THE ERROR GRADIENT
; where x ijk (t) is the kth input from node j, and o j (t) is either the output of node j, o j (t) = f j (x j (t)), or a network input. The function, f j (), is usually sigmoidal, but must be continuous and monotonically increasing.
Adaptation requires an input signal and a corresponding target signal,ô(t). The sum,
s m (t); measures the instantaneous squared error betweenô(t) and the network output, where O is the set of all output nodes.
A. The Total Squared Error, 9, and its Functional Derivative
In a standard back-propagation network, a short-lived change to a weight results in a single, immediate, short-lived change to the output node activations. With time delayed connections, a short-lived change to a weight results in many future, short-lived changes at the outputs. Adaptation requires knowledge of how the total error depends on the weights and the time delays. We therefore dene the total squared error, 
describe how changes to the weights and delays inuence the total squared error. They will be used as error gradients in Section III. 
Substituting (6) into (5), and neglecting higher order terms yields 
A similar development gives the functional derivative of 9 with respect to each time delay:
B. Back-Propagated Error Signals
If we associate an error signal,
with each node, j, in the network, then (7) and (8) can be expressed in terms of 1 i (t) by expanding them using the chain rule: 
A ij is the set of all connections from node j to node i, and C j is the set of all i such that the output from node j feeds into node i. This recursive expression for 1 j (t) is valid for any feed-forward network, but its evaluation requires future values of 1 i , making it noncausal. To overcome this problem, we dene an \aged" error signal, 1 j (t; a j ) = 1 j (t 0 a j ), for the hidden nodes. Each age, a j , must be greater than the maximum value of z mjp for all m and p, so that 1 j (t;a j ) can be dened recursively and causally as 1 j (t; a j ) = f 0 j (y j (t 0 a j )) where and are learning rates.
Due to causality constraints, it is dicult to estimate E=w ijk (t) until time t + a j , so we use a delayed version of gradient descent: (17) If the learning rates, and , are small enough that the weights do not change signicantly during a period equal to the maximum delay through the network, then these equations are a good approximation to true gradient descent. At high learning rates, the time delays can cause the adaptable parameters to overshoot their optimum values, leading to instability. We observed some instabilities during our simulations, but easily overcame the problem by choosing smaller learning rates. However, we believe the issue of stability deserves further analysis. For ergodic signals and slow adaptation rates, the expected values in (16) and (17) can be estimated by time averages. One such estimate, p ijk (t), can be obtained with a leaky integrator, p ijk (t) + dp ijk dt = o j (t 0 a i 0 ijk ) 1 i (t; a i ); and a similar estimate, q ijk (t), can be obtained for the delays. The time constant, , is similar to the discrete-time momentum parameter discussed in [4] . With these estimates, the adaptation equations become 
The preceding discussion completely denes the continuous-time temporal back-propagation process. A related method [12] for performing gradient descent in networks with xed time delays does not take advantage of the computational savings incurred by back-propagating errors through the delays, and is not appropriate for networks with delays in all the connections. A dierent technique for learning time delay \windows" in feed-forward networks was demonstrated in [13] for a speech recognition task, but without a detailed derivation. For recurrently connected networks, [14] derives related expressions for learning output trajectories. Fig. 3 shows block diagrams with all the delay buers moved from the connections to the nodes, reducing the storage requirements to O(N ). To accomplish this reduction, all delayed weight values must be replaced with w ijk (t), and the delay buers must have a separate tap for each connection. For small learning rates, the weights change slowly, and this approximation introduces little error into the gradient calculations. For further reduction, we have used a function, g j (o j ), to calculate f 0 j (y j ) directly from o j , removing the extra storage from the node in Fig. 2 . Figure 3 : Block diagrams of (a) a node, and (b) a connection, with minimal storage requirements. The current value of w ijk (t) replaces the delayed values shown in Fig. 2 . Adaptation still approximates gradient descent for small learning rates, but by moving all delay lines out of the connections, the total storage requirement scales linearly with the number of nodes.
B. Error Signal Ages
Appropriate age parameters, a j , depend on the requirements of a particular implementation. It is desirable to make each a j as small as possible, while keeping 1 j causal, because small age values help to minimize storage requirements, maintain stability, and ensure that adaptation most closely approximates true gradient descent. A simple solution is to assign an age of zero to all nodes in the output layer, and increment the age by a xed amount for each preceding layer. We used this approach for our simulations, with a xed increment of 25 time units. For a given set of ages, each ijk must be kept smaller than a j 0 a i by imposing some kind of limiting procedure during adaptation.
V. SIMULATION A. Test Signal
The chaotic signal produced by integrating the Mackey-Glass delay-dierential equation [15, 16] , dx(t) dt = 0bx(t) + a x(t 0 ) 1 + x(t 0 ) 10 ; (20) provides a useful benchmark for testing predictive techniques [6, 17, 18, 19] . For comparison with these previous results, we chose = 17, a = 0:2, b = 0:1, and trained the network to predict 6 time units into the future. We integrated (20) using a four-point Runge-Kutta method with a step size of 0:1. The initial conditions were x(t) = 0:8 for t < 0, and the equation was integrated up to t = 1000 to allow transients to die out. The resulting signal is quasi-periodic with a characteristic time of t char 50, lying on a strange attractor with a fractal dimension of approximately 2:1 [16] . To speed convergence [20] , we removed the DC oset by subtracting 0.92534 before presentation to the network.
B. Network Topology and Parameters
Fig . 4 shows the network topology, which is intentionally similar to that in [6] . There are two hidden layers, consisting of ten sigmoidal nodes each, and a single linear output node. Instead of four input nodes, we used a single input node with four adaptable connections to each node in the rst hidden layer. A single adaptable connection joins each other pair of nodes in adjacent layers. Thus, instead of an arbitrarily chosen, xed embedding space as in [6] , the adaptable delays allow the network to discover an ecient embedding space on its own. The choice of embedding space, in terms of its dimensionality and temporal spacing, has a signicant eect on the network's learning ability [21] .
For the hidden nodes, each f j () was a hyperbolic tangent with unity gain, and all input and output nodes had linear transfer functions for expanded dynamic range. Adaptable thresholds were implemented by connections from an additional node with a constant output. The initial delays were chosen pseudorandomly from a uniform distribution on the interval [0; 20], and the initial weights were chosen from a uniform distribution on the interval [00:1; 0:1]. A weight learning rate of = 0:005 and a delay learning rate of = 1:0 were selected, based on a few experimental training runs. For simulations incorporating momentum, we used a time constant of = 10 for both the weights and delays. The network equations were integrated using a simple Euler method with a small xed-length time step, and the input was the continually evolving Mackey-Glass signal, rather than a repeated, nite training set. Figure 4 : Network architecture for the adaptive prediction lter. Each heavy line between the linear input node and the rst hidden layer represents four adaptable weights and time delays. All other connections contain a single adaptable weight and delay, except the connection between the last hidden node and the output node, which has a xed weight of 1 and a xed delay of 6. There are a total of 150 adaptable connections and 21 adaptable biases. Each node has either a linear or a sigmoidal transfer function, represented by the node symbols. Minimizing the output error causes the network to predict the input signal 6 time units into the future. Filter   Fig. 4 shows a second output node, connected to the prediction output with a xed weight (w = 1) and a xed delay ( = 6). This node allows the network to adapt while performing true signal prediction. Adaptation minimizes the error between o(t) and the network input,ô(t), forcing the prediction output to produce a signal that approximatesô(t + ).
C. Conguration as an Adaptive Prediction
A conventional back-propagation network, without the additional output node, requires the input signal to be delayed by T = 6 so the undelayed signal can be used as the target. However, the resulting conguration \predicts" only the present value of the signal. Adaptive prediction of future values is not possible because removal of the input delay prevents further adaptation. Alternatively, an identical copy of the network, without the delayed input, can perform true prediction if its weights follow the weights in the adapting network [22] . Unfortunately, this type of weight mirroring doubles the required hardware. Additionally, the characteristics of the corresponding network elements must be very closely matched, making it impractical for an analog physical implementation. Dynamic back-propagation [12] oers a better solution, but it requires O(N 2 ) storage and some nonlocal computations. Previous prediction networks [6, 18] simply assumed the availability of a target signal during training.
D. Signal Prediction Results
Fig . 5 shows learning curves for the adaptable time delay network, an identical network with xed time delays, and a conventional back-propagation network. The conventional network had the same topology as in [6] , where it performed signicantly better than the linear predictive . In all cases, the weight learning rate was = 0:005, and for part (c) the delay learning rate was = 1. The averages used to estimate the NRMSE were over time intervals of length 10 5 .
method [23] and the Gabor polynomial predictive method [24] . As in [17] , we used the normalized rms error,
to monitor performance. An NRMSE of zero indicates perfect prediction, and an NRMSE of unity means the prediction is no better than a constant predictor at E[ô(t)]. All the networks showed approximately exponential convergence, and after 5 1 10 7 time units appeared to be approaching asymptotes. At that point, the NRMSE values were 0.023, 0.012, and 0.005 for the conventional network, the xed-delay network, and the adaptable-delay network, respectively. As discussed in the previous section, it is important to note that the conventional network was not performing true prediction during the learning process. Fig. 5 also shows learning curves for the same three networks trained with momentum. Convergence was faster during the initial stages, but then leveled o at slightly higher NRMSE values of 0.027, 0.015, and 0.007. These results suggest that the momentum time constant should decrease slowly as the error decreases, but we have not investigated variable momentum. In experiments where we froze the weights and delays after training, we found that networks trained with momentum had lower prediction errors, despite their higher errors while adapting. It appears that networks without momentum adapt quickly to short-term characteristics of the input signal. Momentum smooths out this adaptation over a longer period, resulting in worse adaptive performance, but better frozen performance.
To predict further into the future, identical copies of the T = 6 network can be cascaded to provide outputs for T = 12;18; 24;... Alternatively, the network can be trained to directly predict further into the future by increasing the xed delay at the output node. Increasing this delay may degrade the stability of the prediction lter, requiring smaller learning rates. Theoretically, the cascade method should provide more accurate predictions for chaotic signals [19] .
E. Signal Production Results
An interesting application of the trained network is to freeze the weights and time delays, remove the input signal, and connect the output labeled o(t) in Fig. 4 directly to the input node, creating a recurrent network. The resulting dynamical system spontaneously generates its own version of the Mackey-Glass signal with the power spectrum shown in Fig. 6 . For comparison, the gure includes a spectrum of the actual Mackey-Glass signal, integrated using a four-point Runge-Kutta method with a step size of 0.1. The diagram also shows the fractional error between these spectra for networks trained with and without momentum. The network trained with momentum produced a much more accurate spectrum, despite its higher on-line prediction error in Fig. 5 . This result is consistent with our observation that networks trained with momentum have lower prediction errors after the weights and delays have been frozen. The conventional back-propagation network and the network with xed delays were unstable when connected in this conguration, producing high frequency oscillations.
VI. SUMMARY We have described a method for adapting both weights and time delays in a feed-forward network. The main implementation diculty is the coordination of the feed-forward signals with the back-propagated error signals. Our solution is to assign a xed age to each node, and add delay buers to ensure that all signals are of the proper age. If the delay learning rate is zero and the network equations are integrated using a simple Euler technique, the new method is equivalent to temporal back-propagation [10] . Furthermore, if the time delays are xed at zero, temporal back-propagation reduces to standard back-propagation.
The network can adapt while performing true signal prediction, as opposed to conventional back-propagation networks which require an extra delay at the input. We tested a network in this conguration by training it to predict the Mackey-Glass chaotic signal at time t + 6 using observations up to time t. After 5 1 10 7 time units, the prediction error was about one-quarter that of a comparable static network. Our simulations suggest that momentum does not improve adaptive performance, but it appears to be useful when the weights and delays must be frozen after training. With its output connected directly to its input, a frozen predictor network spontaneously generates an imitation of its training signal. The spectrum of the synthesized signal appears to approximate the training signal spectrum more closely for networks trained with momentum. Networks without adaptable delays were unstable in this conguration. These results demonstrate that adaptable time delays can reduce the output error of a feed-forward network with a xed number of nodes and connections. Fig. 4 were frozen after training up to time t = 3110 7 , and a recurrent network was formed by removing the input signal and connecting the output, o(t), to the input. The resulting dynamical system spontaneously generated its own version of the Mackey-Glass signal, with the power spectrum shown above. The spectra are averages of 100 Fast Fourier Transforms, each using 4096 samples taken at unit intervals, and a Hamming data window. The fractional error is the dierence between the two spectra, divided by the magnitude of the MackeyGlass spectrum. The diagram also shows the fractional error for a network trained without momentum ( = 0).
